Exploring protein architecture using 3D shape-based signatures.
Consider the scenario where, for a prescription drug designed to treat a terminal illness, a particular protein has been successfully identified as a crucial, beneficial component in the drug compound. However, this protein has contra-indications and causes severe adverse effects in a certain subset of the population. If another protein from the same family, with similar structure and functionality, but without these adverse effects, can be found, the subsequent modification of the harmful drug has obvious benefits. This paper describes a new indexing and similarity search system to retrieve such protein structure family members, based on their 3D shape. Our approach is translation, scale and rotation invariant, which eliminates the need for prior structure alignment. Our experimental evaluation against seven (7) diverse protein families indicate that our system accurately and precisely locate all members of a family. We further illustrate this by showing that our system precisely retrieves the Homo Sapiens Hemoglobin family members, against a database containing 26,000 protein structures.